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As an introduction to the many things I feel will maintain BBYO's unmatched
services, I'm suddenly reminded of the past. In the last year, BBYO has suffered from
various unexpected programming transitions, all of which have contributed to
questioning survival in 2020. Watching as unbreakable traditions were reconstructed,
the wolfpack that is AZA was forced to discover light during times of misfortune.
Although the future of programming within eastern region is bright regardless of
roadblocks, it goes without saying that an upgrade or two can lead to growth. For my
vision for the future of regional programming, I see nothing but endless chapter growth,
consistent planning, and a modernized approach to delivering the most engaging
programs possible. To connect with these goals, I'm proposing solidified projects and
initiatives to put AZA programming on the next level.

To further the already thriving programming that lies within BBYO, I believe it is
vital that regional organization is maintained. To do so, my first two objectives involve
evaluating and creating. To evaluate, we must acknowledge the existing resources such
as REAL, the Planning Toolkit, and more that have contributed to the last few boards'
ever-lasting success. Resources like these are what allow for unparalleled growth not
just in chapters but in leadership interest. To create, as ambitious as it may sound, we
must seek development through finding solutions to hidden problems inside chapters,
conventions, and even staff relations. With a convention as powerful as regionals, the
product is dependent on the person in control. Since the perspective of many within
BBYO is built soulfully on their regionals experience, taking a new approach to
organization through building a daily-scheduling app is nothing short of possible. By
partnering with the BBYO design and computer development team, it is my priority to
spike interest in creating an app for our regional convention. A significant component of
my vision for this year involves the idea of "modernization" and bringing excitement to
convention planning. After achieving slightly complicated yet next-level goals like these
in BBYO, programming across chapters and boards can continue to thrive in the finest
fashion.

Perfection simply can't exist in a world with difficulties, and success can't be
found in a world without them. Although these goals may represent my "vision," the
vision in BBYO programming is us and us only. In adopting a role of this nature, it is my
responsibility to ensure others' satisfaction across chapter and regional levels inside
BBYO. Making my vision a reality within BBYO may not change the organization, but for
those who have been influenced, the organization has changed for them. Thank you!


